Becoming a Self-Reflective Researcher: Successfully Engaging Minority Communities

A BUILDING TRUST BETWEEN MINORITIES & RESEARCHERS WORKSHOP

June 27-28, 2018

Learn More: www.sph.umd.edu/center/che/2018-building-trust-workshop

THROUGH INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION, ACTIVITIES, VIDEOS AND MORE, YOU WILL:

R - Recognize how a history of racism impacts research participation today
E - Explore complex ethical issues
F - Focus on the importance of developing relationships with minority communities
L - Learn practical skills for enhancing recruitment and retention success
E - Engage in self-reflection, uncover unconscious biases and learn to overcome them
C - Comprehend the importance of having conversations about race, racism and discrimination
T - Transform the informed consent process
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UNPARALLELED OPPORTUNITY
TWO INTENSIVE DAYS
LED BY NATIONAL EXPERTS

For more information, visit our website at:
www.sph.umd.edu/center/che/2018-building-trust-workshop
or contact Dr. Devlon Jackson at Djacks04@umd.edu or 301-405-8859